
 
 
The Hands Project 
A church-wide challenge to collect images of “HANDS AT WORK.”   
 
Faith and Vocation Integration  
Fall 2015 Sermon Series 
OUR WORK MATTERS-8 week series 
 
Learning Objective: Church members will know that they daily vocations, including 
home/family life; work/jobs; church/community activities; are the most natural opportunities 
for living out the mission of God.  
 
Challenge: to bring the affective domain (experiential activity) into the learning process. 
 
 

• An attractive postcard invitation for the congregation: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On the reverse side, we included picture ideas to stimulate their imagination…  
 

wtrim roses    help with homework wdrive w groom a horse 
cuddle a baby wpray  wcreate origami     make a bed wfile nails wprovide first aid   
wcount money wfold laundry wwrite a letter    Build with Legos  
wstyle hair  wpet an animal     give a tattoo wtie a cool knot wcount money 
blow leaves wtake a restaurant order     make a shadow puppet w fold paper 
push an elevator button wdig a hole     play patty cake with a friend wpick fruit 
write a ticket wdrive wspin a basketball     give a firm handshake wgive a blessing       
teach wring up a total on cash register    finger paint 
w make a fancy coffee drink    peel some string cheese wcreate art

• Sample hand pictures we received included restaurant servers, cashiers, cooks, 
moms, gardening, doing homework, writing, driving 

 

Our Work Matters 
Join us on a digital scavenger hunt for hands at work. 

Young or old… 
Big or small… 
Busy or still… 

 
We’re looking for a variety of ways we see hands at work in our 
community. Simply point, click and email your hand images to: 

catalyst@crossroadscrc.com 



Execution 
• Presented the challenge on Week 1 of the Sermon Series. No deadline for photos. 
• Practiced taking pictures with smartphones in the service. Introduced the 

challenge during the service and asked everyone present who had a smartphone to 
take it out and snap a pic of a hand…their hand, their seatmate’s hand, their kid’s 
hand. Then, once the pic was taken, we asked them during the service to send that 
image to the church email for the staff member overseeing the project.  This 
accomplished two things: 1)most everyone present participated in doing the 
activity right then and there; 2)this got the email address of the church staff 
member into their phones so that future pics were easy to send and share.  

• Modeled a way members could approach neighbors, customer service providers to 
take their picture 

• Collected the images and shared a slideshow on Week 3 
• To reinforce the concept of “Hands at Work” we created an all-congregation 

handprint mural on Week 2 using fingerpaints. We displayed the mural in the 
church lobby beginning Week 3 through the end of the series. 

 
 
 
Lessons Learned 

• For Staff, a renewed energy and joy in the creative process 
• For Members, a spirit of delight and fun 
• We now know that our congregation is willing to try new ways of learning;  
• Many of the photos submitted were within the family unit (ie: of a spouse or child 

doing something) but the stories we’ve shared about some members who have 
engaged in the community have conveyed that sharing about faith and God can 
be done in a safe and easy manner. 

• Don’t plan too many new activities at one time. There needs to be a patient 
rhythm to engaging in new ways of learning. 

• Have an end date in mind for collecting photos. Our goal is to take 10 of the best 
images and blow them up to create a photo collage with images in a variety of 
sizes for the lobby for the coming season.  

 


